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Introduction
The following chapters are independent essays that were written between
July 2015 and February 2016. They appear in random order, and therefore
they do not have to be read in the order they appear.

The issue in all the essays is the connection between the energy policies of
various countries, their foreign policies, and the wars that brake out at
various parts of the globe, since all three are closely related. I describe
many economic interests and many alliances in my essays. But alliances
change and so do economic interest. Therefore what is more important for
the reader is to have an idea of the global resources i.e. oil and natural gas
in my essays, because global resources change at a much lower pace than
economic interests and economic alliances.

The alliances and conflicts I describe in my essays might not exist in the
near future, but if you have an idea of the global resources you will be able
to see the alliances and the economic interests that will exist in the future.
I.A.
18.2.2016

.

Germany VS France Vs Russia
A great picture of Europe which nicely summarizes what I have been
recently saying. It shows the Alps, the natural fence that protects Italy from
the rest of Europe. Above the Alps you can see the fertile corridor, the low
lands, which connects France and the end of the European part of Russia at
the Ural Mountains. After the Uran Mountains the Asian part of Russia
begins i.e. Siberia.
Picture 1

Picture 2

http://media.web.britannica.com/eb-media/39/89839-004-BA128301.gif

Until 1871, when Germany was created, France and Russia were the two
great powers, sitting at the two ends of this fertile and easily accessible
corridor, which bypasses the Alps and the Carpathian Mountains.
Picture 3

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Europe_topography_
map_en.png
Picture 4

Before Germany was created in 1871, France and Russia were looking at
each other very uneasily. Napoleon Bonaparte led the French Army to
Russia in 1812. When Germany was created in 1871, there was a new great
power in the neighborhood. Now the French had to worry about the
Germans, the Russians had to worry about the Germans, and the Germans
had to worry about both the French and the Russians.
In the First World War, in 1914, the French and the Russians united against
the Germans. In the Second World War, in 1939, the Germans rushed to
unite with the Russians against the French. Only when Hitler broke the Nazi-

Communist alliance in 1941, the Russians united again with the French.
After the Second World War, the European Union was created, with the
hope that France and Germany would never go to war again. France even
agreed to the unification of Germany, on the condition that the common
currency, the euro, would be created.
The common currency, actually the printing of more of the common
currency, would act as an automatic transfer of resources from Germany to
France, so that the German economy would stop embarrassing the French
one. Today there is a clash between France and Germany, with France
asking for more and more printing of new currency, which basically is a
German subsidy to France, and Germany always denying to do so, but
giving in at the end, but not for the amount that France had originally asked
for.
There is therefore a constant bargaining between Germany and France, and
there is a fear that at some point France will insist on receiving from
Germany a subsidy, in the form of printing of new money, that the Germans
will not accept, and that this will lead to the break of the Eurozone. In case
the Eurozone breaks, Germany has a plan B in order to confront France, and
that plan B is Russia, with whom Germany has been cultivating tighter and
tighter economic ties. France’s plan B was to join NATO in 2009, 43 years
after the French national socialist leader De Gaul withdrew France from the
alliance in 1966. With NATO’s help, France is hoping to face Germany and
Russia in Europe, and also face China in Africa. Given France’s tradition in
national socialism and communism, and given France’s anti-Americanism,
this must have been a tough, but necessary, decision.

Now we have to wait and see how things turn out in this historic corridor
that starts in France and ends in Russia, passing through Germany. This is a
corridor that both Napoleon and Hitler decided to cross in the 19 th and the
20th centuries, with catastrophic results for both.
A great book about the clash between France and Germany for the Euro is
“The Tragedy of the Euro” by Philip Bagus. You can get a free copy of the
book at the following address.
https://mises.org/library/tragedy-euro
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http://www.geoatlas.com/medias/maps/Europe%20and%20EU/Europe%20XL/Eu54ro8p
e97X6L/EUROPE_XL_phy.jpg
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Europe_topography_
map_en.png
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https://mrgrayhistory.wikispaces.com/file/view/E_Middle_Ages__Map.jpg/244130101/929x850/E_Middle_Ages_-_Map.jpg

Russia VS Siberia
A very interesting article by Newsweek, titled “The Separatist Threat to
Putin’s Mother Russia From the East”, July 2015, about the relations
between Moscow and Siberia. Siberia is a Russian territory that extends
from the Ural Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. See first map.
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According to Newsweek the Siberians feel neglected, and they believe that
Moscow does not really care about a region that is so rich in resources. In
2012 Siberia contributed 130 billion rubbles to the Russian tax revenues, but

during the same period the Russian state only invested 10 billion rubbles in
Siberia. Siberia constitutes 77% of the Russian land, but only 40 from the
140 million of the Russian population leaves in Siberia. As early as 1892 the
Siberians raised the issue of autonomy, saying that Russia has treated Siberia
as a colony.
According to Newsweek the Siberians are very disappointed with Putin’s
increasingly centralized policies that remove power from the Siberians
towards Moscow. In 2011 a pro-Siberian rally was organized in Siberia
asking for Siberia’s autonomy, and the slogan was “Stop Feeding Moscow”.
The Siberian youth increasingly use the expression “I am Siberian”. In
August 2014 a pro-Siberian demonstration was organized, but it was banned
by the Russian government and many from the organizers were arrested.

I must also add that Siberia is very rich in oil and natural gas. As you can see
at the following map from an article of the Energy Information
Administration, titled “Russia looks beyond West Siberia for future oil and
natural gas growth”, September 2014, West Siberia holds 62% of the
Russian oil reserves, East Siberia holds 6%, and the coasts of the Pacific
Ocean in East Siberia hold another 4% of the Russian oil reserves. Please
note that Russia and Japan argue about their exclusive economic zones in the
Pacific Ocean. Moreover West Siberia holds 89% of the Russian natural gas
reserves, East Siberia holds 1% and the coasts of the Pacific Ocean in East
Siberia hold another 4% of the Russian natural gas reserves as you can see at
the EIA map. See map 2.
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http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=18051
One could imagine that an independent Siberia would be good for the
European and American interests, but this is not true at all. An independent
Siberia would be in very bad terms with Russia and the Russian oil and
natural gas would be blocked from reaching Europe. Under this unlikely
scenario China would emerge as Siberia’s patron. The Europeans and the
Americans are far away from Siberia. Also note that the two natural gas
pipelines that were agreed between the Russians and the Chinese in 2014,
the Altai Pipeline and the Power of Siberia Pipeline, would use natural gas
from West and East Siberia. See picture 3
Picture 3

It might sound strange but the American, the European and the Russian
interests are closely aligned. The Americans were hoping that Russia would
become a democratic country which would supply Europe with oil and
natural gas, in order to decrease Europe’s dependence in the Middle East and
the Caspian Sea. Moreover Russia could protect Europe so that the
Americans could concentrate on their main geopolitical rival i.e. China.

But Russia would need to be second in the hierarchy, because Russia was
never a democratic country. If at some point Russia becomes a democracy,
like the other countries of the European Union, then she could become the
number one in Europe. But until Russia can prove that she has been
transformed to a democracy, she has to accept American leadership. Because
there is simply no other way that things can be done.

Unfortunately Putin is taking Russia back where she was under the
communism. Except that Putin is using a national socialist model instead of
a communist one, because he needs to use Slavism and Christianity in order
to push the Russian energy policy in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. The
Russian communists banned religion because at the time Russia had the rich
in oil and natural gas countries of Central Asia under her control i.e.
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan.

These countries are Muslim countries and the Russian communists banned
religion so that the Arabs, the Turks and the Iranians could not use Islam to
exert influence over their populations. But now Russia dos not have these
countries, and Putin needs Slavism and Christianity to promote his policies
in East Europe and the Balkans.
For the Newsweek article see
http://www.newsweek.com/separatist-threat-putins-mother-russia-east356840
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